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Call Us! 870-427-2421 (tel:870 427 2421)
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2×2 Expandable CNC
Plasma Table Kit
$995.00

As low as $63/mo with . Learn more

The 2×2 Bench Top CNC plasma table is a small heavy-
duty CNC table with a built-in water pan.  Make it your
own. The built-in pan can be joined with another 2×2

base pan, which allows you to make 2×4, 2×6, 2×8 and
2×10.

As low as 0% APR for up to 12 months. Learn more

SKU: 2x2 system-1 Categories: CNC Plasma Tables

(https://eagleplasma.net/product-category/tables/), Featured
(https://eagleplasma.net/product-category/featured/) Tags: cnc
plasma cutter (https://eagleplasma.net/product-tag/cnc-plasma-

cutter/), cnc plasma table (https://eagleplasma.net/product-tag/cnc-
plasma-table/)

Description

The Eagle Plasma 2×2 CNC plasma cutting table series  includes a water pan, slates.
Unit is kit comes un-assembled raw metal will need cleaning.

(https://eagleplasma.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2x2-scaled.jpg)



Add to cart

USE YOUR AMAZON ACCOUNT
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2×2  CNC plasma table Bench Top or Build your own table.

The 2×2 Bench Top CNC plasma table is a small heavy-duty CNC table with a built-in water pan.  This 2×2 also
comes with the Carriage kit   Make it your own. The built-in pan can be joined with another 2×2 base pan, which

allows you to make 2×4, 2×6, 2×8 and 2×10.

This is a robust machine and was designed with high-end components that are built into a small machine
footprint. The design goal for this plasma table was to equip our customers with a small CNC plasma machine
that has production-grade components. The result is a small portable high-end CNC cutting table that could be
used at your job site or on a bench top.

Call us from 7 am to 10 pm Central Time 7 days at 870-427-2421 training line. We will be there to help. Training
is by phone with the use of a remote computer connection. We will see your screen or you can see our screen.
Training is responsive to your needs… you set the pace. We have found learning is best when the student is the
one controlling the computer, and the teacher’s pointer appears on your screen to show what to do next!

Support: https://eagleplasma.net/support/ (https://eagleplasma.net/support/)

     The 2×2 Table Top CNC Plasma Table

You may also like…

PrimeWeld Cut60

SSSSS

https://eagleplasma.net/support/
https://eagleplasma.net/product/primeweld-cut60/
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Related products

$675.00

(https://eagleplasma.net/product

/primeweld-cut60/)

As low as $61/mo with .
Learn more



Add to cart (?add-to-
cart=360)

Open Builds controller

$695.00

(https://eagleplasma.net/product
/open-builds-controller/)

As low as $63/mo with .

Learn more

SSSSS



Add to cart (?add-to-
cart=1105)

CNC gantry kit for DIY builders.
Two-foot default size.
Options are three-foot, four-foot, or �ive-foot.
It comes unpainted, for added savings.
Build a table with 2×2 angle iron for rails to ride on.

DIY CNC Gantry Kit

$600.00

(https://eagleplasma.net/product
/diy-cnc-gantry-kit/)

As low as $55/mo with .
Learn more

SSSSS



Select options
(https://eagleplasma.net/product/diy-

cnc-gantry-kit/)

2x expansion pan

$395.00

(https://eagleplasma.net/product
/2x-expansion-water-pan/)

As low as $36/mo with .

Learn more

SSSSS



Add to cart (?add-to-
cart=1016)

4×8 expandable CNC plasma
table

$7,045.00

(https://eagleplasma.net/product

/4x8-expandable-cnc-plasma-
table/)

As low as $245/mo with .

Learn more

SSSSS



Add to cart (?add-to-
cart=1115)

We Stand Behind Our Products

Whether you are a professional fabricator or a weekend hobbyist, our

systems are designed to work as hard as you do. They’re built to last and
we stand behind them with lifetime support.

CONTACT INFO

870.427.2421 (tel:870.427.2421)

eagle.plasma@gmail.com (mailto:eagle.plasma@gmail.com)

Eagle Plasma, LLC 
558 Foxhunt Lane 

Everton, Arkansas 72633

© 2021 Eagle Plasma Quality CNC Plasma Table Systems

Website by North Austin Web (https://www.northaustinweb.com)
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